Shell Model The landscape and the models Large Large--scale scale computing computing Large Large--scale scale computing computing MANY-BODY TECHNIQUES DEVELOPED IN ONE AREA SHOULD BE APPLICABLE TO ALL AREAS MOLECULAR ELECTRONIC STRUCTURE: MOLECULAR ELECTRONIC STRUCTURE: Molecular orbital (MO) basis set (usually, linear combination of atomic orbitals (LCAO) obtained with Hartree-Fock or MCSCF). Examples of AO basis sets: 6- 311G++(2df,2pd) , cc-pVDZ, MIDI, aug-cc-pVTZ.
QUANTUM MANY-BODY METHODS CROSS THE BOUNDARIES OF MANY DISCIPLINES … CHEMISTRY AND MOLECULAR PHYSICS CHEMISTRY AND MOLECULAR PHYSICS
• Accurate ab intio electronic structure calculations, followed by various types of molecular modeling, provide a quantitative and in-depth understanding of chemical structure, properties, and reactivity, even in the absence of experiment. By performing these calculations, one can solve important chemical problems relevant to combustion, catalysis, materials science, environmental studies, photochemistry, and photobiology on a computer.
NUCLEAR PHYSICS NUCLEAR PHYSICS
• Physical properties, such as masses and life-times, of short-lived nuclei are important ingredients that determine element production mechanisms in the universe. Given that present nuclear structure facilities and the proposed Rare Isotope Accelerator will open significant territory into regions of medium-mass and heavier nuclei, it becomes imperative to develop predictive (i.e. ab initio) many-body methods that will allow for an accurate description of medium-mass systems that are involved in such element production.
• A highly accurate ab initio description of many-body correlations from elementary NN interactions provides a deep insight into (only partially understood) interactions themselves. 198.9 −198.8 −198.7 −198.6 −198.5 −198.4 Energy ( Many-particle correlation problem in atoms, molecules, nuclei, and other many-body systems is extremely complex …
Dimensions of the full CI spaces for many-electron systems

Dimensions of the full shell model spaces for nuclei
Full CI = Full Shell Model (=exact solution of the Schrödinger equation in a finite basis set) has a FACTORIAL scaling with the system size ("N! catastrophe")
Highly accurate yet low cost methods for including many-particle correlation effects are needed to study medium-mass nuclei. 
SINGLE-REFERENCE COUPLED-CLUSTER (CC) THEORY
Standard Iterative Coupled Cluster Methods
AFTER THE INTRODUCTION OF DIAGRAMMATIC METHODS AND AFTER THE INTRODUCTION OF DIAGRAMMATIC METHODS AND COUPLED COUPLED--CLUSTER THEORY TO CHEMISTRY BY CLUSTER THEORY TO CHEMISTRY BY J JÍ ÍRI RI Č ČÍ ÍŽ ŽEK EK AND AND JOE JOE PALDUS PALDUS AND AFTER THE DEVELOPMENT OF DIAGRAM FACTORIZATION AND AFTER THE DEVELOPMENT OF DIAGRAM FACTORIZATION TECHNIQUES BY TECHNIQUES BY ROD BARTLETT ROD BARTLETT, QUANTUM CHEMISTS HAVE LEARNT , QUANTUM CHEMISTS HAVE LEARNT HOW TO GENERATE EFFICIENT COMPUTER CODES FOR ALL KINDS OF HOW TO GENERATE EFFICIENT COMPUTER CODES FOR ALL KINDS OF COUPLED COUPLED--CLUSTER METHODS CLUSTER METHODS
EXAMPLE: IMPLEMENTATION OF THE CCSD METHOD EXAMPLE: IMPLEMENTATION OF THE CCSD METHOD
FACTORIZED CCSD EQUATIONS FACTORIZED CCSD EQUATIONS
Summary
We have shown that the coupled-cluster theory is capable of providing accurate results for the ground and excited state energies and properties of atomic nuclei at the relatively low computer cost compared to shell model calculations, making this an ideal method for performing accurate ab initio calculations of medium-mass systems.
